
 PeeringDB Issues board  Google Meet  PC Todo list  Product Roadmap 

 2024-04-04 Start:  15:30 UTC  End:  16:30 UTC 
 Participants: Paul, Grizz, Jack, Jeff, Leo, Martin, Yan 
 Apologies: Arnold, Steve 

 Main agenda 
 ●  Review  Active Beta Process  . Decide on changes or agree. 

 ○  Just put notifications and discussion on the mailing list and not Slack to avoid 
 duplication and miscommunication. 

 ●  20C feedback:  API Cache Performance Fixes  : either  “Proposal A: Limit depth requests 
 to a low number (10)” or “Proposal B: Fix performance issues based on rendering of 
 depth 0 data.” 

 ○  PM to schedule work 
 ●  Note: new site design with better mobile support being developed for testing on 

 preview.peeringdb.com 
 ○  Consider severely cutting back what is offered on mobile phone browsers as 

 most people might only want to search for an ASN etc… Find out exactly what 
 mobile users want and need. Also consider doing an app - though submitting that 
 to an app store can be lots of work 

 ●  Consider closing issues in “Decide” status that have not been commented on for 12 
 months 

 ○  Proposal: A rolling process where the 12 oldest issues with no comments for 6 
 months or more are closed off. Update the issue noting that if it’s not commented 
 on within a month it will be closed. 

 ■  OK 
 ●  Discuss expanding the software development budget 

 ○  Marty suggested spending more money on software development to advance the 
 product more quickly. 

 ○  ACTION to develop a one pager on this and discuss with board or at the 
 Strategic Planning meeting in June 

 ●  Dedicate resources to addressing several  peeringdb-py  issues  . We want people to use a 
 local cache when they can, so ensuring that peeringdb-py works well is important. 

 ○  Propose scheduling 4 issues, estimated at $1k to $1.5k 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 #1477  MMR Object  As title  Review PDB 
 schema at a later 

 date 

 #1557  Add a Virtual IX Flag field to  Is the IX based on a switch fabric or not?  YES as an 



 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 IX Object  autogenerated 
 “has not fac” list 
 that users can 

 query 

 See link to related 
 and interesting 

 #607 

 #1560  Add trust flag to accounts in 
 PDB Deskpro tool to improve 
 automation 

 Build a reputation for users that have 
 demonstrated their trustworthiness in 
 previous transactions, allowing faster 
 processing for new transactions 

 CLOSED 

 #1578  BFD Column on ASN's IXP 
 List looks bad on mobile sized 
 screens 

 We’ve been adding data like BFD and 
 small screens don’t always display things 
 properly. Sometimes, we drop the more 
 important data in favor of less important 
 data. 

 Check when new 
 webUX is in 

 preview 

 #1579  Refine Mobile Presentation of 
 PeeringDB 

 What should we show on mobile? Should 
 we develop a PeeringDB app? 

 As above 

 #98 
 (django) 

 ORM configuration Options is 
 missing (postgreSQL) 

 Want a peeringdb schema  OK 

 #1584  Passkey support for login  Add and extra MFA option  OK 

 #1585  Publish OAuth authorization 
 server metadata endpoint 

 Publish a 
 /.well-known/oauth-authorization-server 
 file 

 OK 

 Consent Agenda 
 Non-contentious issues that can be agreed in a single vote. Members can ask for an issue to be 
 placed on the main agenda if they want it to have more discussion. 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 #88  (py)  docs need updating to reflect 
 some api changes to the 

 Update peeringdb-py docs  OK 



 Client.update_all() call 

 #86  (py)  DB sync fails due to validation 
 error 

 Support for campus objects?  OK 

 Informational 
 No action required. Members should be aware that these new issues have been agreed since 
 the last meeting. 

 Number  Title  Bug?  Summary 

 #100 
 (django) 

 Missing migration for changes 
 on IXLan, Network, 
 NetworkFacility and 
 NetworkIXLan 

 ?  Needs to be investigated 

 #1583  bfd_support undocumented 
 parameter in API 

 Yes  Should have been automatically added 

 #1586  Django admin date selector 
 month "Next" and "Prev" 
 emojis/glyphs are 
 missing/invisible 

 Yes  UI for admin site 

 Number  Title  Summary 

 AOB 
 ●  Geocode normalization - need an issue and Yan to do this 
 ●  City name normalization -  need an issue and Yan to do this 
 ●  #1563  (CSV and JSON exports truncate at 250 records)  - add to next agenda but this is 

 linked closely to the api-cache improvement issue. Consider publishing cached CSV files 
 for use by tools like ARCGIS and also look at making the rate limiting more intelligent, so 
 queries like “give me all facs in the US” can easily be exported 


